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The game's gameplay is very simple, focusing on the player's ability to advance in the game
world by targeting specific enemy ghosts. Players must kill and free captured ghosts, but must
avoid injuring their own captured ghosts. When two captured ghosts are nearby, they will fuse

into a "Crusin" monster. The monsters act as extra lives and can be used to escape from
dungeons. With each monster, the player gains experience points. When the player earns

enough experience points, he or she is transported to the next dungeon. Players use orbs to
power up the characters' abilities, such as turning them into a flying saucer to carry the player.

The game also features a rhythm-based game mode for 2D music-based games, as well as a
"Hero" mode which allows players to play as the main character's other pets. Plot In the game
world, a large war is taking place between the spirit and the realm of humans. The realm of
humans has chosen its leader, a girl known as the "Legendary Hero", who is summoned as a
shrine maiden. A number of heroes, each with their own unique abilities, are summoned to
fight against the usurper. After gathering the heroes together, the villagers of the realm of
humans plan to give the spirit two things: a new place to call home and a new leader. The

villagers encounter a set of spirits known as the "Avatars", which give the villagers a chance to
return to the spirits that created them. The villagers find that they had nothing to say after the
Avatars taught them how to return to their creators. As a result, the villagers chose to meet the
God of War, as the Avatar's voice said that he would give them a new home. The God of War
is not pleased with the outcome, but the villagers think that their plan is the best way to create
a new and better future. The God of War becomes furious with the villagers and destroys their

city, leaving them for dead. However, the God of War did not see the other spirits and
continues on as if nothing had happened. The spirits who had been enslaved by the God of
War, known as the "Goddesses", decide that the only way to destroy the God of War is to

destroy the realm of humans and the human civilization. They defeat all the realms of humans
except for the village of Tengu. The Goddesses note that the villagers of Tengu had received a

gift from a mysterious shrine maiden known as "Koron", and that it
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Game Tengoku CruisinMix Special is an improved port of the classic game- Jalecos vertical scrolling shooting games from the
90s. It mixes cute characters and the game world. At the end of January, a remake of Jalecos based on the original game was
released on Google Play, so now many people have the opportunity to try out the new version. However, for owners of Android
devices with vertical scrolling, this option will not be available and they will only be able to play the iPhone or iPad version.
Therefore, we decided to remake the game in horizontal scrolling. The result is the Game Tengoku CruisinMix Special. This
game is a mix of cute characters and a 90s game world. fffad4f19a
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